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Engineering Design via Surrogate Modelling: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Think of a well-known public personality whom you could easily identify from a photograph.

	Consider now whether you would still recognize them if most of the photograph was

	obscured, except for the corner of an eye, a small part of their chin and, perhaps, a half of

	their mouth. This is a game often played on television quiz shows...
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Peopleware: Productive Projects and Teams (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	“Peopleware has long been one of my two favorite books on software engineering. Its underlying strength is its base of immense real experience, much of it quantified. Many, many varied projects have been reflected on and distilled; but what we are given is not just lifeless distillate, but vivid examples from...
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Einstein in Matrix Form: Exact Derivation of the Theory of Special and General Relativity without TensorsSpringer, 2013

	This book is an introduction to the theories of Special and General Relativity. The target audience are physicists, engineers and applied scientists who are looking for an understandable introduction to the topic - without too much new mathematics. The fundamental equations of Einstein's theory of Special and General Relativity are...
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Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems: 19th International Workshop, AUTOMATA 2013, Gießen, Germany, September 14-19, 2013, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	The volume LNCS 8155 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Workshop on Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems, AUTOMATA 2013, held in Giessen, Germany, in September 2013. The 8 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions. The scope of the workshop spans the following areas the...
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Developmental Hematopoiesis: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	During the past few decades, technical and conceptual breakthroughs have led to a virtual revolution in developmental biology. In part through cross-species compa- sons and multidisciplinary approaches (combining, for example, classical embry- ogy, genetics, molecular biology, and systems biology), major questions have often been redefined...
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Symbian OS C++ for Mobile PhonesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Programming Symbian OS is a key skill for mass market phone application development. Whether you are developing a
services for shipping mobile phones, or involved in pre-market mobile phone development, this book will help you unde
fundamental theory behind developing Symbian OS C++ code for constrained devices.

• A...
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Automated Data Analysis Using ExcelCRC Press, 2007
Because the analysis of copious amounts of data and the preparation of custom reports often take away time from true research, the automation of these processes is paramount to ensure productivity. Exploring the core areas of automation, report generation, data acquisition, and data analysis, Automated Data Analysis Using Excel illustrates how to...
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A Guide to MATLAB Object-Oriented ProgrammingCRC Press, 2007
I am an admitted object-oriented fanatic. I have been designing and implementing object-oriented software for more than twenty years. When I started designing and implementing object-oriented MATLAB®, I encountered many detractors. They would say things like “The object model isn’t complete,” “You can’t have public...
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Programming .NET ComponentsO'Reilly, 2003
The introduction of the Microsoft® .NET framework not only brings developers a powerful, cohesive toolset for the development of new Windows and Web applications -- it also replaces COM as the technology of choice for building components on Windows platforms.  Components are the fundamental building blocks of .NET applications; they can both...
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Neutrino Oscillations: Present Status and Future PlansWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book reviews the status of a very exciting field -- neutrino oscillations -- at a very important time. The fact that neutrinos have mass has only been proved in the last few years and the acceptance of that fact has opened up a whole new area of study to understand the fundamental parameters of the mixing matrix.
  The book summarizes the...
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Quantum Gravitation: The Feynman Path Integral ApproachSpringer, 2008
The book covers the theory of Quantum Gravitation from the point of view of Feynman path integrals. These provide a manifestly covariant approach in which fundamental quantum aspects of the theory such as radiative corrections and the renormalization group can be systematically and consistently addressed. The path integral method is suitable for...
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Mastering Azure Analytics: Architecting in the Cloud with Azure Data Lake, HDInsight, and SparkO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Microsoft Azure has over 20 platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings that can act in support of a big data analytics solution. So which one is right for your project? This practical book helps you understand the breadth of Azure services by organizing them into a reference framework you can use when crafting your own big data analytics...
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